**Land Rover Centre Cap**
Land Rover branded alloy wheel.
Bright Polished Finish - LR023301
Bright Polished Finish RRJ500060MUZ
Sparkle Silver Finish ANR2391MNH

**Locking Wheel Nut Kit**
Wheel nut kits are required for all upgrades from steel to alloy wheels and include a full kit of locking and plain wheel nuts which provide added security at low cost for your valuable wheels and tyres.

- **Locking Wheel Nut Kit for steel wheels** (not shown) RTC9535
- **Locking Wheel Nut Kit for alloy wheels - 265 R16 tyres** (not shown) STC7623
- **Locking Wheel Nut Kit for alloy wheels - 205 R16 and 235 R16 tyres** (not shown) STC8843AA

**PLEASE NOTE:** When choosing vehicles fitted with specific wheel and tyre combinations or optional wheels and tyres, your intended use of the vehicle should be considered. Alloy wheels may be more vulnerable to damage in some off-road conditions. Please discuss your requirements with your Land Rover Dealer when selecting your vehicle and specification.
Hinged Lamp Guards
These hinged lamp guards will help protect front and rear lenses from flying stones and low-speed impact, with an opening feature to enable easy lamp cleaning.
Constructed from durable, black nylon-coated steel with plastic ‘P’ clips to help prevent corrosion.

Hinged Lamp Guards - front pair - STC53161
Hinged Lamp Guards - rear pair - STC53157
Hinged Lamp Guard - single - (not shown) - STC53158

*Not compatible with Moulding Kit (LR008361).
**Not compatible with Rear LED Lamps.

Upgraded Performance Headlamp Bulbs
Enhanced light output. 2007 Model Year vehicles onwards.

Rear LED Lamps
Clear lens design. Three lamps per side required. Not compatible with rear Hinged Lamp Guards.
LR010368; LR009711; LR008982; LR008913; LR009792; LR008975; LR009773

Raised Air Intake - LR008383
Ideal for dusty conditions, this raised air intake secures to the vehicle’s ‘A’ post and also utilises the existing air intake vent fixings. Suitable for Td5, 2.4 and current 2.2 Diesel engines.

Please Note: Not compatible with SVX Soft Top model.

Front Lighting Pack
Includes headlamp, main beam and indicator lamp. Requires Moulding Kit LR008361.
RHD - with headlamp levelling - VPLDV0001
RHD - without headlamp levelling - VPLDV0002

Moulding Kit - Bright Silver Finish - LR008361
Includes four bar grille and headlamp moulding surrounds to make your Defender Stand out. Please Note: Not recommended for use with 9.5ti Electric Winch (VPLDP0113).

Upgraded Performance Headlamp Bulbs - Pair - VPLDV0061
Enhance light output. 2007 Model Year vehicles onwards.

Rear LED Lamps
Clear lens design. Three lamps per side required. Not compatible with rear Hinged Lamp Guards.
LR010368; LR009711; LR008982; LR008913; LR009792; LR008975; LR009773

Raised Air Intake - LR008383
Ideal for dusty conditions, this raised air intake secures to the vehicle’s ‘A’ post and also utilises the existing air intake vent fixings. Suitable for Td5, 2.4 and current 2.2 Diesel engines.

Please Note: Not compatible with SVX Soft Top model.

Front Lighting Pack
Includes headlamp, main beam and indicator lamp. Requires Moulding Kit LR008361.
RHD - with headlamp levelling - VPLDV0001
RHD - without headlamp levelling - VPLDV0002

Moulding Kit - Bright Silver Finish - LR008361
Includes four bar grille and headlamp moulding surrounds to make your Defender Stand out. Please Note: Not recommended for use with 9.5ti Electric Winch (VPLDP0113).

Upgraded Performance Headlamp Bulbs - Pair - VPLDV0061
Enhance light output. 2007 Model Year vehicles onwards.

Rear LED Lamps
Clear lens design. Three lamps per side required. Not compatible with rear Hinged Lamp Guards.
LR010368; LR009711; LR008982; LR008913; LR009792; LR008975; LR009773

Raised Air Intake - LR008383
Ideal for dusty conditions, this raised air intake secures to the vehicle’s ‘A’ post and also utilises the existing air intake vent fixings. Suitable for Td5, 2.4 and current 2.2 Diesel engines.

Please Note: Not compatible with SVX Soft Top model.

Front Lighting Pack
Includes headlamp, main beam and indicator lamp. Requires Moulding Kit LR008361.
RHD - with headlamp levelling - VPLDV0001
RHD - without headlamp levelling - VPLDV0002

Moulding Kit - Bright Silver Finish - LR008361
Includes four bar grille and headlamp moulding surrounds to make your Defender Stand out. Please Note: Not recommended for use with 9.5ti Electric Winch (VPLDP0113).

Upgraded Performance Headlamp Bulbs - Pair - VPLDV0061
Enhance light output. 2007 Model Year vehicles onwards.

Rear LED Lamps
Clear lens design. Three lamps per side required. Not compatible with rear Hinged Lamp Guards.
LR010368; LR009711; LR008982; LR008913; LR009792; LR008975; LR009773

Raised Air Intake - LR008383
Ideal for dusty conditions, this raised air intake secures to the vehicle’s ‘A’ post and also utilises the existing air intake vent fixings. Suitable for Td5, 2.4 and current 2.2 Diesel engines.

Please Note: Not compatible with SVX Soft Top model.
**Chequer Plate Protection Kit**
Features sill edge and rear corner protectors and two front bumper step plates. Defender 90SW, silver STC50245. Defender 110SW - except HCPU - silver (not shown) - STC50381. Defender 110SW - except HCPU - black (not shown) EBN500051. Defender 90SW - black (not shown) - EBN500050

**Please Note**: Front bumper step plates are not compatible with PIAA Driving Lamp Kit (LR006815).

**Wing Top Protectors**
Manufactured in an aluminium chequer plate design, these enable access to roof racks and a potential viewing height advantage.
Wing Top Protectors - silver LR005230 (2007 Model Year vehicles onwards)
Wing Top Protectors - black (not shown) - LR005242 (2007 Model Year vehicles onwards).

**Fixed Lamp Guards**
These sturdy mesh style lamp guards offer cost effective protection for front and rear lenses.
- Single Front Lamp Guard fits 90 and 110 (not shown) 345985*
- Rear Lamp Guards, pair. Two sets required for each vehicle. Fits 90 and 110, except HCPU (not shown) VU8504110**

**Land Rover Front Grille Silver Badge**
(not shown) - VPLD80129
Silver Land Rover logo on bright silver. Oval badge to replace the standard Green Land Rover badge on the front grille. Monochrome styling upgrade designed to enhance vehicle exterior styling cues. Compliments various bright finish exterior trim.

**Land Rover Gloss Black Bonnet Lettering**
(not shown) - VPLD80131
Enhance the edgy appearance of the Defender and stand out from the crowd with Gloss Black Bonnet Lettering to replace the silver standard Land Rover bonnet lettering. Compliments various black exterior trim. Includes fitting template.

**PIAA Driving Lamp Kit** - LR006815
High Performance Bumper Mounted Driving Lamps, with covers, suitable for all vehicles but not compatible with hinged lamp guards, front bumper step plates and Front Lighting Pack and Moulding Kit.

**Worklight** - RTC8921AA
Enables your Defender to provide floodlight style illumination when working in reduced lighting conditions. Fits both 90 and 110 models. Switches, cables and brackets are supplied in the kit.

**A-Frame Protection Bar** – non winch version - VPLP0060*
**A-Frame Protection Bar** – winch version (not shown) - VPLP0061** Manufactured from durable polymer, suitable for models with or without air conditioning.
Folding Side Step - VPLDP0106
Spring-loaded folding step makes access to the interior of your Defender easier. Supplied with fitting kit. For all Defender models.

Ribbed Aluminium Undershield - LR008247 Provides under-engine protection when driving off-road.

Side Protection Runners – Twin Tube
Stainless Steel - Defender 90 - VPLDP0006
Black Finish - Defender 110SW and Double Cab (not shown) - VPLDP0067
Black Finish - Defender 90SW (not shown) - VPLDP0068

Rear Step Bumper
Makes access to the loadspace easy as well as offering added protection from minor knocks, and also incorporates a dual height tow bracket.
Defender 90 - VPLDP0095
Defender 110 (not shown) - VPLDP0096

Side Protection Runners
Black Finish - Defender 90 - LR008379
Black Finish - Defender 110 (not shown) - LR008375
Silver Finish - Defender 90 (not shown) - VPLDP0197
Silver Finish - Defender 110 (not shown) - VPLDP0198
The sturdy steel design enhances the appearance of your Defender as well as easing entry and exit. The moulded rubber footgrips ensure non-slip stability.
Ski and Snowboard Carrier* - LR006849
Lockable for security. Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Incorporates slider rails for easy loading.
Load capacity 36kg†.

Luggage Box* - VPLVR0062
Opens from both sides. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 1,750mm long, 820mm wide, 450mm high. Volume 440 litres. Load capacity 75kg†.

Sports Bar System* - STC7582
A high leg design which extends the carrying potential for a variety of equipment. The sports bars can accommodate a range of attachments, including roof boxes and special carriers for various sports equipment. Vehicle height when fitted 2,088mm (90SW) and 2,141mm (110SW). Load capacity 75kg†.

Luggage Carrier* - LR006848
Load capacity 62.6kg†.

Sports Box* - VPLVR0061
Can be mounted either side for kerbside opening in any country. Internal retention system for skis or other long loads. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 2,060mm long, 840mm wide, 340mm high. Volume 420 litres. Load capacity 75kg†.

Aqua Sports Carrier* - VPLGR0107
Carries one surfboard or sailboard and mast, or one canoe or kayak. Load capacity 45kg†.

Sports Bar System - A high leg design which extends the carrying potential for a variety of equipment. The sports bars can accommodate a range of attachments, including roof boxes and special carriers for various sports equipment. Vehicle height when fitted 2,088mm (90SW) and 2,141mm (110SW). Load capacity 75kg†.

Luggage Box - Opens from both sides. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 1,750mm long, 820mm wide, 450mm high. Volume 440 litres. Load capacity 75kg†.

Sports Box - Can be mounted either side for kerbside opening in any country. Internal retention system for skis or other long loads. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 2,060mm long, 840mm wide, 340mm high. Volume 420 litres. Load capacity 75kg†.

Luggage Carrier - Load capacity 62.6kg†.

Ratchet Strap (not shown) - CAR500010
Nylon tie strap for securing items to the Sports Bar System, Luggage Carrier or Expedition Roof Racks. 5 metres long, 20mm wide, supplied individually.

Ski and Snowboard Carrier - Lockable for security. Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Incorporates slider rails for easy loading. Load capacity 36kg†.

Aqua Sports Carrier - Carries one surfboard or sailboard and mast, or one canoe or kayak. Load capacity 45kg†.

*Sports Bar System (STC7582) is required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories.
†Maximum permissible load capacity minus the weight of the roof mounted accessory.
Combination Tow Ball/Jaw Unit - LR008244
50mm tow ball and jaw combination for increased towing versatility and a 3,500kg capacity.

Tow Jaw* - (not shown) - KNB100640
With a 3,500kg capacity.

Two Part Rear Access Ladder - AGP710010
For use with Expedition Roof Racks VPLDR0063 and VPLDR0064.

Rear Access Ladder - STC50417
With integrated lamp guard.
Not compatible with Rear LED Lamps.

Expedition Roof Rack System†
90 Hard Top/Station Wagon - VPLDR0063
110 Hard Top/Station Wagon (not shown) - VPLDR0064
110/130 Double Cab (not shown) - VPLDR0065
Heavy duty rack system secured by clamps to the roof gutter.

Tow Ball** - RTC8891AA
50mm Tow Ball.

Combination Tow Ball/Jaw Unit** - LR008244
50mm tow ball and jaw combination for increased towing versatility and a 3,500kg capacity.

Tow Jaw* - (not shown) - KNB100640
With a 3,500kg capacity.

Multi-height Tow Bar**
This cost-effective design gives a range of towing heights to suit different trailers and contains a towing armature, multi-height face plate and 50mm tow ball.
Defender 90 - VPLDT0084
Defender 110 (except HCPU) (not shown) - VPLDT0085
Defender 130 and HCPU - VPLDT0086

*These accessories are not suitable for Caravans, Trailers or Lighting Boards fitted with rear mounted LED Lamps.
**For information relating to load capabilities, please refer to your Dealer.
'S' Type Towing Electrics* - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

Adjustable Tow Bar**
Copes with different trailer coupling heights without the need for any tools and comprises of a towing armature, sliding plate and security pin.

Defender 90 - LR007221
Defender 110 (not shown) - LR007222
Defender 130 and 110 HCPU (not shown) - LR007223
Locking Security Pin (not shown) - STC53017
Provides security for adjustable slider plate.

'T' Type Towing Electrics - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

'T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown left) - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

'T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown right) - LR005920
Provides power for rear trailer lighting including rear lamps, brake lamps, direction indicators and high intensity fog lamp(s). Can also power a Lighting Board.

Please Note: Not compatible with standard fitted 12N sockets. Must be used in conjunction with 'N' Type Towing Electrics LR005920.

'S' Type Towing Electrics - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

13 Pin Towing Electrics* - LR005919
European style towing electrics, capable of supplying all trailer rear lighting and interior equipment power, including fridge feed and battery charging.

Tow Strap - STC8919AA
Constructed from hard-wearing polyester webbing with a safety hook at each end, the tow strap will cope with loads of up to 3,000kg. Reflective stowage bag can double up as a warning flag if placed in the middle of the strap.

Adjustable Tow Bar**
Copes with different trailer coupling heights without the need for any tools and comprises of a towing armature, sliding plate and security pin.

Defender 90 - LR007221
Defender 110 (not shown) - LR007222
Defender 130 and 110 HCPU (not shown) - LR007223
Locking Security Pin (not shown) - STC53017
Provides security for adjustable slider plate.

'T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown left) - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

'T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown right) - LR005920
Provides power for rear trailer lighting including rear lamps, brake lamps, direction indicators and high intensity fog lamp(s). Can also power a Lighting Board.

Please Note: Not compatible with standard fitted 12N sockets. Must be used in conjunction with 'N' Type Towing Electrics LR005920.

'S' Type Towing Electrics - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

13 Pin Towing Electrics* - LR005919
European style towing electrics, capable of supplying all trailer rear lighting and interior equipment power, including fridge feed and battery charging.

*T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown left) - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

Adjustable Tow Bar**
Copes with different trailer coupling heights without the need for any tools and comprises of a towing armature, sliding plate and security pin.

Defender 90 - LR007221
Defender 110 (not shown) - LR007222
Defender 130 and 110 HCPU (not shown) - LR007223
Locking Security Pin (not shown) - STC53017
Provides security for adjustable slider plate.

'T' Type Towing Electrics* (shown right) - LR005920
Provides power for rear trailer lighting including rear lamps, brake lamps, direction indicators and high intensity fog lamp(s). Can also power a Lighting Board.

Please Note: Not compatible with standard fitted 12N sockets. Must be used in conjunction with 'N' Type Towing Electrics LR005920.

'S' Type Towing Electrics - LR005921
For use when additional trailer power is required. Capable of supplying interior lighting and equipment power including fridge feed and battery charging.

13 Pin Towing Electrics* - LR005919
European style towing electrics, capable of supplying all trailer rear lighting and interior equipment power, including fridge feed and battery charging.

*These accessories are not suitable for Caravans, Trailers or Lighting Boards fitted with rear mounted LED Lamps.
**For information relating to load capabilities, please consult your Local Dealer.
Grained Leather Gaiter Covers - VPLDS0258
Black Leather Hand Brake, Gear and Transfer Lever Gaiters
Grained leather gaiter covers detailing Ebony coloured twin stitch features.

Coat Hanger - VPLVS0167
Rear seat facing coat hanger which attaches to the head restraint posts.

Seat Back Stowage – Premium Leather - VPLVS0182
Premium seat back stowage that attaches around the headrest and clips to the seat framework at the bottom.

iPad® Holder - VPLVS0165
Provides secure mounting for your iPad®. It is rear seat facing and attaches to the head restraint posts.

Audio Connectivity System* - LR007467
Link lead installation to integrate iPod nano® Gen 1, 2 and 3, iPod® 30 + 60 + 80Gb, iPod® classic, iPhone® and iPod touch® into the vehicle audio speaker system. iPod® not included.

Electric Cool Bag - VUP100140L
Contains a thermostatically controlled temperature and an easy clean interior surface.
Waterproof Seat Covers**
Front Pair (Recaro) VPLDS0038
Black - 1st Row VPLDS0011
Black - 2nd Row 111 VPLDS0012
Black - 2nd Row 110 and 130 (Both Double Cab) VPLDS0148
Black - 2nd Row 90, 3rd Row 111 VPLDS0013
Grey - Front outer pair STC8178AA
Grey - Front Set of Three STC8179AA
Grey - Inward Facing Set of Four - For 90 & 110 9/10 Seaters STC8181AA
Grey - Middle Set of Three STC8180AA
Head Restraint Covers STC50480
Grey - 1st Row LR005128

**2007 Model Year vehicle onwards, includes Waterproof Head Restraint Covers.

Children are safer when correctly restrained in the rear of the vehicle. All seat covers patterns and colours are periodically updated.

Duo Plus Child Seat** - LR006637
For children 9-18kg (approximately 9 months – 4 years).
One-pull, height-adjustable headrest and harness.
Padded machine washable cover. Forward facing on rear seat. Includes top tether. Must be installed with vehicle’s three-point seat belt.

Kid Plus Child Seat** - LR004940
For children 15-36kg (approximately 4 – 12 years).
Seat belt guides correctly position seat belt.
Three adjustable width positions. Improved side impact protection. Padded machine washable cover.

Duo Plus Child Seat** - LR006637
For children 9-18kg (approximately 9 months – 4 years).
One-pull, height-adjustable headrest and harness.
Padded machine washable cover. Forward facing on rear seat. Includes top tether. Must be installed with vehicle’s three-point seat belt.

Kid Plus Child Seat** - LR004940
For children 15-36kg (approximately 4 – 12 years).
Seat belt guides correctly position seat belt.
Three adjustable width positions. Improved side impact protection. Padded machine washable cover.

Waterproof Seat Covers**
Front Pair (Recaro) VPLDS0038
Black - 1st Row VPLDS0011
Black - 2nd Row 111 VPLDS0012
Black - 2nd Row 110 and 130 (Both Double Cab) VPLDS0148
Black - 2nd Row 90, 3rd Row 111 VPLDS0013
Grey - Front outer pair STC8178AA
Grey - Front Set of Three STC8179AA
Grey - Inward Facing Set of Four - For 90 & 110 9/10 Seaters STC8181AA
Grey - Middle Set of Three STC8180AA
Head Restraint Covers STC50480
Grey - 1st Row LR005128

**2007 Model Year vehicle onwards, includes Waterproof Head Restraint Covers.

Children are safer when correctly restrained in the rear of the vehicle. All seat covers patterns and colours are periodically updated.

Duo Plus Child Seat** - LR006637
For children 9-18kg (approximately 9 months – 4 years).
One-pull, height-adjustable headrest and harness.
Padded machine washable cover. Forward facing on rear seat. Includes top tether. Must be installed with vehicle’s three-point seat belt.

Kid Plus Child Seat** - LR004940
For children 15-36kg (approximately 4 – 12 years).
Seat belt guides correctly position seat belt.
Three adjustable width positions. Improved side impact protection. Padded machine washable cover.

Waterproof Seat Covers**
Front Pair (Recaro) VPLDS0038
Black - 1st Row VPLDS0011
Black - 2nd Row 111 VPLDS0012
Black - 2nd Row 110 and 130 (Both Double Cab) VPLDS0148
Black - 2nd Row 90, 3rd Row 111 VPLDS0013
Grey - Front outer pair STC8178AA
Grey - Front Set of Three STC8179AA
Grey - Inward Facing Set of Four - For 90 & 110 9/10 Seaters STC8181AA
Grey - Middle Set of Three STC8180AA
Head Restraint Covers STC50480
Grey - 1st Row LR005128

**2007 Model Year vehicle onwards, includes Waterproof Head Restraint Covers.

Children are safer when correctly restrained in the rear of the vehicle. All seat covers patterns and colours are periodically updated.
Cargo Barrier
Designed to prevent cargo and luggage from entering the passenger compartment. Manufactured in black nylon coated steel and easy to remove when not required.

Cargo Barrier - 110SW - LR006447
Cargo Barrier - 90/110HT (not shown) - LR006785

Please Note:
ECE R17 compliant

Rear Footwell Rubber Mats*
Defender 110SW (2nd row) and Double Cab - LR005041
Defender 130 Double Cab/HCPU (2nd row) (not shown) - LR005042

Loadspace Rubber Mat* Protects the loadspace floor from water, mud and general wear and tear.
Defender 110SW (with 3rd row seats) - LR005040
Defender 110SW (without 3rd row seats) (not shown) - LR005613
Defender 90SW (with 2nd row seats) (not shown) - LR005615
Defender 90HT (not shown) - LR005614

Rear Footwell Rubber Mats*
Moulded to fit footwell areas, these mats feature a perimeter wall design that helps prevent spillage of mud and water from reaching the interior carpet.

Front Footwell Rubber Mats*
VPLDS0147 (not shown) (2012 Model Year vehicles onwards).

Rigid Loadspace Protector*
Manufactured from a tough acrylic material, moulded to fit the contours of the loadspace area.
Loadspace Protector, for 90SW/HT (shown) and 110SW/HT (not shown) not compatible with 2nd row 90 and 3rd row 110 seats fitted - LR005081

Rubber Mats
Moulded to fit footwell areas, these mats feature a perimeter wall design that helps prevent spillage of mud and water from reaching the interior carpet.

Loadspace Rubber Mat* Protects the loadspace floor from water, mud and general wear and tear.
Defender 110SW (with 3rd row seats) - LR005040
Defender 110SW (without 3rd row seats) (not shown) - LR005613
Defender 90SW (with 2nd row seats) (not shown) - LR005615
Defender 90HT (not shown) - LR005614

Premium Carpet Mat Set - VPLDS0239
Luxurious, tailored 2,050 gram pile front carpet mat set provide a well appointed finishing touch to the interior, with waterproof backing and a silver Land Rover ingot – Front.
Protective rubber backing - VPLDS0241
Ebony Black Carpet Mat Set - VPLDS0240
Foot Pump - STC8243
Tyre foot pump which includes tyre pressure gauge.

Lockable Cubby Box with Leather Lid - VPLDS0239
This strong, useful, cubby box is designed to fit between the front seats and locks for added security for your belongings. Centre cubby box trimmed in padded black leather and Lunar stitching complete with moulded drinks holder and installation fixings.

9.5ti Electric Winch†* - VPLD0113
Rated capacity of 4,310kg. 38 metres x 8mm diameter wire rope. This powerful electric winch is designed to fit easily to the front of your Defender, even if the air conditioning option is fitted. Offering maximum reliability for all general winching and self recovery requirements, the winch is available as a complete vehicle kit, ensuring specification and installation are straight forward.

Features include:
• Fully reversible power for two-way winching.
• Remote control operation, with 3.7 meters cable.
• Fully automatic load actuated braking system.
• Tough replacement bumper/winch mounting designed to cope with heavy duty usage.
• Sealed-for-life, water resistant winch gear housing.
• Kit includes winch, mounting brackets, remote control, electrics safety cut-out switch and fixings.
*2007 Model Year vehicle onwards
†Not recommended for use with Moulding Kit (LR008361).

Winch Accessory Kit - STC53202
Includes strap, snatch block, two shackles, heavy duty gloves and storage bag.

TOURING ACCESSORIES
Warning Triangle (not shown) - KCC500021
Vital in emergencies and a legal requirement in much of mainland Europe. Supplied in its own moulded storage box.

First Aid Kit (not shown) - STC7642
Aids in the treatment of cuts and grazes.

Fire Extinguisher (not shown) - STC8529AA
1kg Powder Extinguisher. Supplied with mounting bracket.

Fire Extinguisher (not shown) - STC8138AB
2kg Powder Extinguisher. Supplied with mounting bracket.

Radio and Single CD (not shown) - XQE500350
Radio, Single CD and MP3 Connectivity (not shown) - XQE500360

Audio System Single Slot CD & Radio with MP3/AUX and Bluetooth® (not shown) - VPLDE0060

Touch-up Paints (not shown)
A comprehensive range of touch-up paint sticks and aerosols to help your Defender look as good as new despite those minor chips and scrapes. Please see your Land Rover Dealer for further details.